
Software solution for product batch management 

and optimisation offered by an information 

technology systems and infrastructure developer 

from Poland based on a licence agreement. 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:TOPL20210210001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

A Polish company specialised in designing IT systems, IT infrastructure and mobile applications is offering a 
software solution for product batch management and optimisation, ensuring cost reduction and improved 
lead time. The system is dedicated for manufacturers dealing with variable series production and allows 
frequent planning and schedule adjustment to quickly respond to changes in the factory environment. 
Licence agreement is sought. 
 
 
This company from Poland is specialised in designing IT systems and mobile applications and also in 
management and building IT infrastructure. The company is offering a software solution for product batch 
management and supplies/resources optimisation, that facilitates operations in the manufacturing industry, 
ensures cost reduction and improves lead time. It will also automate processes and bring positive 
environmental effects. The offered system is an innovative, integrated production control system, supporting 
essential decision-making processes with the use of real-time monitoring and computational intelligence 
methods. It can be used as an advanced tool for optimised planning, scheduling and management of 
production orders, supported with Machine Learning technology. Dedicated for manufacturers dealing with 
variable series production based on specific orders, rather than direct-line production. The system allows for 
frequent planning and schedule adjustment to optimise the process and respond to changes in material type, 
staff, machines and technologies and also failures, if any occur. The described solution can be implemented 
without interrupting current manufacturing processes. It uses Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 
technologies to forecast threats and optimise production schedules. Graphic visualisation panel ensures 
clear presentation of relations between the ongoing processes. The offered solution is consistent with the 
Industry 4.0 standard. Described solution will ensure lower costs in the whole production cycle in comparison 
to traditional factory management methods and future viability of used machinery and systems. Licence 
agreement with manufacturing companies is sought. Partners could benefit by adjusting system specification 
and functionalities to their own production environment. 
Riferimento Esterno: TOPL20210210001 
Tipo: Technology Offer 
Paese: Poland 
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